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Letter
Global efforts at controlling malaria have resulted in significant
successes in reducing malaria prevalence in many endemic countries.
As a result, Cotter and colleagues highlighted the changing trends in
malaria as countries approach elimination [1]. The efforts in
controlling malaria have led to a decrease in global malaria incidence
and mortality, and the decrease is even more impressive in malariaeliminating countries [2]. Cotter and colleagues however raised the
concern that traditional control interventions are likely to be less
effective due to the changing epidemiology, and detailed the need for
very important strategies that must be adopted in order to continue
shrinking the malaria map. However, the concern of resistance to
antimalarial drug, especially artemisinin, has not been sufficiently
raised and discussed in the concept of the changing epidemiology.
Carrara et al. [3] pointed out that resistance to artemisinin could
trigger a catastrophic resurgence in malaria in many parts of the world
where significant reductions in malaria morbidity and mortality have
been attained.
With increasing reports of artemisinin resistance [3,4], there is the
need for improved diagnostics for monitoring the spread of
artemisinin-resistant Plasmodium falciparum, which threatens the
sustainability of the ongoing global efforts to reduce the burden of
malaria. The development of simple in vitro and ex vivo Ring-Stage
Survival Assays (RSAs) [5] that can clearly identify artemisininresistant, slow-clearing P. falciparum, provides us with an additional
tool not only for monitoring the worsening artemisinin resistance, but
in combination with other resistance monitoring tools provides us
with ways of mitigating the further spread of resistance.
In the fight against the resistance to antimalarial drugs, an
important strategy that must be considered in ensuring and sustaining
a downward trend in malaria morbidity and mortality prevalence, is
the optimization of existing antimalarials by either replacement/
rotation or combination approach [6]. Plowe raised the possibility of
rotating drugs to preserve or resuscitate their efficacy [7]; following
the reemergence of chloroquine-sensitive P. falciparum strains in
Malawi 10 years after its withdrawal from use [8]. While Cotter and
colleagues identified migration and imported malaria as the main
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threat to the achievement and maintenance of elimination in malariaeliminating countries, it is important to note that these migrants may
come from countries where certain antimalarials have been withdrawn
from use. Thus, the development of new and improved diagnostics for
the identification of resistance/susceptibility to various antimalarial
drugs can inform the controlled use of some antimalarials in health
care facilities. This will go a long way in mitigating the further spread
of resistance, while sustaining the achievements in malaria-eliminating
countries.
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